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Set Fire to the Reign 
 
This week Set Fire to the Reign(SFR) was looking to get in the win column after losing 
their first game this season! This week SFR was taking on Benny & Co. 
 
It didn’t take long at the start of the game for SFR to get a quick goal scored by the 
offence! On a quick face-off win, Antoine Bélanger-Crévieaux(2A)got the ball and ran it 
down and managed to pass it to Clement Dupont(2G) who buried the first shot of the 
game! As the period continued, the team continued applying pressure in the offensive 
zone! The team chemistry was buzzing as all players were creating amazing plays! With 
a few minutes left in the period Antoine got possession of the ball in behind the other 
team’s net and got another nice pass to Clement who scored his second of the night! 
After the first, it was 2-0 SFR! The second period went quickly enough as no teams 
managed to score a goal even though SFR kept putting lots of pressure on the other 
team's net! Lastly, the third period started with a few big saves from Martin Chénier’s 
part to keep SFR's two-goal lead! It didn’t take long before Shannyn Johnson(1A, 
Spare) found Alex Bélanger-Crévieaux(1G, Spare) in the high slot who buried a top-
shelf goal! After that goal, it was all smooth sailing at SFR won the first game of the 
season with a score of 3-0! Martin Chénier also earned his first shutout of the season! 
 
1st star: Clement Dupont 
2nd star: Martin Chénier 
3rd star: Antoine Bélanger-Crévieaux 
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The Young Ones and The Vets 
 
In the last game of the night we saw Team one take on TYO&TV. In the firsts minutes of the 
game, the captain of Team One, Sam Léger buried a rebound in the crease thanks to a lucky 
bounce in the slot. A few minutes later, TYO&TV's captain Alex Bélanger-Crévieaux scores is 
second of the season shooting top shelf on the breakaway! We are tied 1-1 after the first period. 
 
Early in the second, Alex strikes for the second time of the game by shooting rightside after 
receiving a beautiful pass from Nicole Leclaire! It only took a few more seconds for Benoit 
Delisle to make 3-1 TYO&TV by scoring is third of the season on a one timer off the pass of 
Jacob Schryburt. Right after, we got the next goal where Alex passed the ball to Mike Zaborski 
who shoots a beautiful backhand making it 4-1 TYO&TV. With 2 minutes remaining at the 
second period, Jacob S. beats Team One's goalie Jared Daniels, (who robbed him quite a few 
times on many breakaways), by scoring off is own rebound in the crease. Its now 5-1 the 
TYO&TV. Right before the end of the period Alex B-C takes his team first penalty of the year by 

touching the ball with a high stick!  He got the chance to go sit down the full 2 minutes in 
the penalty box with Luc, since his team's PK unit and Backup goalie Guillaume Auger did not 
let anything in. 
 
A few minutes into the third period, Jacob Schryburt (2G, 1A) score his third of the season by 
shooting the ball upstairs on Jared D., making it 6-1 TYO&TV! With 5 minutes remaining in the 
game Alex (3G, 1A) scores his third one of the game, completing his first hat trick of the 

season , after burying the rebound of Nicole Leclaire's initial shot (2A). At the end 
of the game. Team 1's Mike Ozzie scored a top shelf buzzer beater making the final score of the 
game 7-2 for TYO&TV. 
 

️ ️ ️ Alex Bélanger-Crévieux 

️ ️ Benoit Delisle 

️ Nicole Leclaire 
 
**Special thanks to Guillaume Auger for sparing and stopping 15/17 shots with a .882% save 
average** 
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